Customer Testimonial

A new level of purging.

“The efficiency of New Dyna-Purge® E2
means significant savings of not only money,
but also precious time!” – Ed Popke, President, Fam-Lee Products Inc.

New Dyna-Purge® E2 delivers consistent and
reliable purging results for Fam-Lee.
“I cannot emphasize enough how important the time-savings
are to a hands-on, small business like ours,” said Edward
Popke, President of Fam-Lee Products, Inc. Mr. Popke was
describing the benefits of New Dyna-Purge® E2 as
experienced by his injection molding company during a
sampling of the new compound.
As the name suggests, Fam-Lee is a family-owned business
that produces a variety of parts including non-invasive
medical components, tube connectors and other devices.
Located in Loveland, CO, Fam-Lee runs a variety of resins
including Nylon 66, polycarbonate and high-heat resistant
polycarbonate, among others.
Fam-Lee purges as much as 5 to10 times daily. Mr. Popke
noted their biggest purging challenges include changing
from black or colored nylon to a lower temperature material
such as white ABS. Fam-Lee sampled New Dyna-Purge®
E2, a unique integrated polymer system, and conducted
trials on three challenging color changes.

The results of Fam-Lee's sampling of
New Dyna-Purge® E2 are reviewed on
the reverse side.

Fam-Lee Products significantly reduced downtime
and used nearly 50% less purging material with
New Dyna-Purge® E2.
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New Dyna-Purge® E2
Injection molder compares results with 3 different parts
vs. previously used purging compound.

Part #1:
Tube Connector
Resin: Black to Clear Polycarbonate
Results: Consistently used up to 33% less purging material

Part #2:
Lever Devices
Resin: Black to Gold Polycarbonate
Results: Consistently used up to 33% less purging material

Part #3:
Non-Invasive Medical Component
Resin:

Purple to Blue or White High Temperature
Polycarbonate
Results: Used nearly 50% less purging material

Fam-Lee Products has used Dyna-Purge® products for more than a decade, resulting in thousands of dollars in
savings according to company President, Edward Popke. "Dyna-Purge products have always performed well for us,
but the new E2 is even more impressive," he concludes. "It clears any carbon build-up quicker, especially during
weekend shutdowns. Every minute not spent on extra purging or screw/barrel maintenance is an
important savings -- not just money, but precious time!"
New Dyna-Purge® E2 was developed as part of the company’s continuous product innovation program. Visit
www.DynaPurge.com and click on the New Dyna-Purge® E2 button to download our Independent Study validating
this technology breakthrough.
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